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 Background: A mobile ad-hoc network lacks a centralized control over its dynamic 
network topology thereby raising severe security issues while routing data packets from 
one node to another. Several protocols for secure routing have been proposed by 
various researchers. Recently more stress has been given on trust based models for 
secure routing. In these models trust computation plays a major role. Objective: In this 
paper we present a new method called Friend Based Trust Recommendation Model 
(FBTRM) for trust prediction of nodes which will help us in secure routing in ad hoc 
networks thereby increasing Quality of Service. Results: The results are generated by 
taking an example ad hoc network with twelve number of nodes. Conclusion: The 
method proposed in this paper uses collaborative filtering algorithm to predict the trust 
of a node using the trust values suggested by friendly nodes in the MANET. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
 According to Mehran et al., (2004), the ad-hoc routing protocols are classified into three types, they are 
Pro-active (Table-driven), Reactive (On-demand) and Hybrid (Pro-Active/Reactive). The routing protocols have 
further been classified into three types by Siva et al., (2005) as Hierarchical, Geographical and Power aware. 
However, these classifications are not mutually exclusive as some protocols fall in more than one class.  The 
operating environment of mobile ad-hoc networks is highly distributed that does not have a centralized 
authorization facility. Most of the existing protocols of the ad-hoc networks discover the paths between source-
destination pair on the assumption that all nodes are legitimate and cooperating nodes. But in reality, according 
to Papadimitratos et al., (2002) a malicious node may enter the ad-hoc network and compromise the routing 
protocol functionality. Thus, the conventional routing algorithms are not sufficient to work efficiently in ad-hoc 
environment because of the presence of malicious node.  Therefore collaboration and communication has to be 
made in a very cautious manner. Collaboration will be productive only if all the participants operate in a 
trustworthy manner. Hence, recently trust based secure routing protocols gained tremendous popularity. In this 
paper we have proposed a Friend Based Trust Recommendation Model (FBTRM) to find the trust of nodes in 
the network and these trust values can be used for routing data packets in a secure manner. This paper presents 
literature review of trust models and trust based routing protocols. The proposed friend based trust 
recommendation model is also discussed. The results and the discussion of the proposed model is also given 
followed by conclusion of the paper. 
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Literature Survey: 
 Mobile ad hoc networks exhibit new vulnerabilities to malicious attacks or denial of cooperation due to 
their characteristics. Mobile nodes need to be equipped with efficient facilities to evaluate credibility values of 
other nodes. 
Trust Models In MANET: 
 Trust’ is one of the most complex concepts in social relationships, which is also an abstract psychological 
cognitive process, involving assumptions, expectations, behaviors, environments, and other factors. Similar to 
human society where one person trusts another to carry out an action, the concept of ‘trust’ can be introduced 
into MANETs to measure an expectation or uncertainty that an entity has about another’s future behaviors. Most 
researchers are advocating the use of ratings and prefer making use of rating aggregation algorithms to evaluate 
the trust from several aspects (e.g., CPU usage, residual energy, bandwidth, etc.). However, these sophisticated 
models are not appropriate for MANETs where resources are limited and network topology is dynamic. Kannan 
Govindan et al., (2012) in his work presented a detailed survey on various trust computing approaches that are 
geared towards MANETs. 
 Liu et al., (2004) proposed a trust model for mobile ad hoc networks which uses both cryptography and 
trust. In this model, each node is initially assigned a trust level. The concepts discussed in this paper are generic 
and do not rely on centralized control, key distribution protocols, or any particular routing protocol. They can 
therefore be easily integrated into the current routing protocols used in mobile ad hoc networks. However, in the 
model, nodes may behave properly in order to gain a favorable status only to wait until a critical point in time 
where interrupting transmission might cause undesirable results.  
 In the model established by Sun Y.L et al., (2005,2006) trust is measured by entropy. They introduced an 
entropy function to represent the trust value between two nodes, which captured the dynamic nature of trust 
evidence. To compute the indirect trust value, Sun’s models used trust value iteration techniques considering 
multi-level directed graph. When more nodes involved, the convergence speed of this method is exponentially 
slow, and its scalability becomes an issue. 
 Pirzada and McDonald (2006), presented a trust-based model for communication in pure mobile ad hoc 
networks that is based on individual experience rather than on a third party advocating trust levels. The model 
introduces the notion of belief and provides a dynamic measure of reliability and trustworthiness in this 
network. They also proposed an aggregation mechanism, where nodes calculate trust according to multiple 
observed events including acknowledgments, packet precision, gratuitous route replies, and blacklists. 
 With consideration of fuzzy set theory and reputation model, Luo and Fan (2010), proposed a subjective 
trust management model based on certainty-factor for MANETs (CFStrust), which can be used to quantify and 
evaluate the nodes’ credibility. In their model, the problem of trust management is modeled by fuzzy likelihood 
estimation and confidence estimation. The trust evaluation mechanism emphasizes the contribution of direct 
interactions and the rationality of recommendation. However, it does not take a comprehensive account of the 
trust’s attenuation problem, etc. This subjective trust model, in principle, can be applied to direct routing in 
MANETs.  
 Li et al., (2010), introduced a simple trust model based on packet forwarding ratio to evaluate neighbor’s 
behaviors. In his model, a node trust is represented as a weighted sum of forwarding ratio of packets and a 
continued product of node trusts is computed as path trust. This evaluation provides a flexible and feasible 
approach to choose the shortest path from the candidates that meet the requirements of data packets for 
dependability or trust.  
 Hui Xia et al., (2013) presented a dynamic trust prediction model to evaluate the trustworthiness of nodes, 
which is based on the nodes’ historical behaviors, as well as the future behaviors via extended fuzzy logic rules 
prediction.  
 According to Antesar M. Shabat et al., (2015), the trust models that adopts recommendations by other 
nodes in the network faces challenging problems due to the risk of dishonest recommendations like bad-
mouthing, ballot stiffing and collusion. 
 
Friend Based Trust Recommendation Model (Fbtrm): 
Methodology: 
 The proposed methodology to find the trust of a node is given in figure 1. This model uses the Find Friends 
module which in turn uses rate friends method proposed by Sanjay K. Dhurandher et al., (2011) to list out the 
friends of the source node. Once the list of friends in the network is ready, the model will seek Construct Matrix 
of Ratings module for trust recommendations from the friends identified in the previous module about all other 
nodes in the network. The obtained trust is stored in the Matrix of Ratings. Once it is ready we use Collaborative 
Filtering module to find the trust of the required node. The trust is stored in the trust table. This trust can further 
be used for routing data packets. 
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Fig. 1: Methodology To Find The Trust Of A Node 
 
 Let us consider an ad-hoc network which is newly initialized. Here each node is a stranger to another. The 
matrix of ratings given in Table 1 will be empty when the network is initialized. 
 
Table 1: Matrix Of Ratings. 

Node_ID Node_Name Node_Name 
1 Trust_Value Trust_Value 
2 Trust_Value Trust_Value 
. . . 
. . . 

 
Find Friend method will find the friend node first and these friend nodes will uses trust values between numbers 
from 1 to 5. Nodes are encouraged to assign trust values based on how much they liked the behaviour of other 
nodes, with 5 highest and 1 lowest. Each node based on its personal experience, rewards collaborative nodes for 
their good behaviours and punishes them for their malicious actions. The trust values and their interpretations 
are given in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Trust Values of Nodes. 

Trust_Value Meaning 
1 Poor Trust worthiness 
2 Fair Trust worthiness 
3 Average Trust worthiness 
4 Good Trust worthiness 
5 Excellent Trust worthiness 

 
 Once the Matrix of Ratings is ready at the source node, the proposed model uses Collaborative Filtering 
(CF) algorithm used in Paul Resnick et al., (1994) to predict the trust value of a node. The CF algorithm to 
predict the trust of node i by user a  is denoted by         which uses a combination of trust ratings by the 
friends of user a that are already familiar with node i. The formula used for trust prediction is given as equation 
1. 

              (1) 

 where   is the mean of ratings by a for other items, R be the set of users who have rated i,  is the 
ratings of i by other users   ,  is the mean of ratings by user u and is the correlation coefficient 
between user a and u. The above formula uses Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC) by Pindyck. R.S., and 
D.L.Rubinfeld (1991)  and Jonathan L. Herlocker et al., (2004) for calculating . 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 Let us take an example of a simple ad-hoc network containing 12 nodes which can be seen in Figure 2.  
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Fig. 2: Example Ad Hoc Network. 
 
 Let S be the source node and F be the destination node and A,B,C,D be friend nodes and they assign trust 
values to all the other nodes. The recommended trust values of these nodes are stored in the matrix of ratings 
given in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Recommended Trust Values Stored in Matrix of Ratings. 

Node_Id A B C D 
1 1 4 2 2 
2 5 2 4 4 
3   3  
4 2 5  5 
5 4 1  1 
6  2 5  

 
 The proposed FBTRM  uses the correlation coefficient(a value between -1 and +1) to tell how strongly two 
friend nodes are related together in assigning trust values to other nodes. A correlation coefficient of +1 
indicates a perfect positive correlation. A correlation coefficient of -1 indicates a perfect negative correlation. A 
correlation coefficient near 0 indicates no correlation. The result shown in table 4 clearly shows that A and C are 
having perfect correlation. A and B has a negative correlation. A and D has no correlation. B and C has a 
negative correlation. B and D has a positive correlation. C and D has a perfect correlation. 
 
Table 4: Correlation Coefficient Values. 

 A B C D 
A 1 

   
B -0.8 1 

  
C 1 -0.94491 1 

 
D 0 0.6 1 1 

 
 To predict the trust of any node use the formula given in equation 1. We have tried to predict the trust of 
node 6 by user A and the result was 4.56. This is a reasonable prediction for A, since the node received a high 
rating from a friend who agreed with him in the past and a low rating from a friend who disagreed.  
 
Conclusions: 
 The goal of this paper is to present a trust computation method based on collaborative filtering algorithm 
which uses the trust recommendations received from the friends in the network. We have analyzed various 
literatures on trust computation and thus arrived at this new collaborative trust computational method for ad hoc 
network. The computed trust can be used by routing algorithm thereby increasing the quality of service of the ad 
hoc network. 
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